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Abstract—Name Services for the Internet of Things (specifically, the EPCglobal Network) are distributed systems that serve the following fundamental lookup function: Given an identifier for a real-world object, e.g., an Electronic Product Code (EPC), they return a list of Internet addresses of services, which offer additional information about this object. Without name services acting as a broker between items and their information sources, the Internet of Things could not achieve the flexibility and global scalability necessary to live up to its vision. The currently specified Object Naming Service (ONS) for the EPCglobal Network has severe security drawbacks in its architecture and design.

In this paper, we present the implementation of a Peer-to-Peer name service architecture based on Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) on the research platform PlanetLab. This alternative ONS architecture named OIDA, if deployed as an infrastructure network, offers enhanced overall multilateral security compared to ONS, combined with potentially better functionality, scalability, and roughly equivalent performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Within supply chain communities, the – from a networker’s perspective somewhat imprecise – term Internet of Things (IOT) is established to describe an emerging global, Internet-based information service architecture for RFID-tagged items (Radio-Frequency Identification). The most influential architecture and potential future nucleus for the IOT is the EPCglobal Network [1]. The IOT is anticipated to facilitate information exchange about goods in global supply chain networks, increase transparency, and enhance their efficiency. In an extension of this initial application scope, the Internet of Things could not achieve the flexibility and global scalability necessary to live up to its vision. The currently specified Object Naming Service (ONS) for the EPCglobal Network has severe security drawbacks in its architecture and design.

In this paper, we present an alternative IOTNS architecture based on Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) and its implementation on the research platform PlanetLab. This extends the discussion of the conceptual architecture presented in [5] by empirical evidence gathered from an implementation on an international research testbed. This alternative ONS architecture named OIDA, if deployed as an infrastructure network, offers enhanced overall multilateral security compared to ONS, combined with potentially equivalent or even better functionality, scalability, and performance.

II. OIDA REVISITED AND EXTENDED

In our earlier paper [5], the outline of a DHT-based IOTNS architecture called Object Information Distribution Architecture (OIDA) was presented. Extending the functionality of ONS, OIDA can take arbitrary object identifiers as input and resolve them to lists of corresponding information sources, e.g. EPC Information Services (EPCIS).

OIDA involves the following key ideas: Each interested company deploys dedicated OIDA nodes. Those nodes form an overlay network using an ID space specific to the DHT in use, where a cryptographic hash function (CHF) maps object identifiers and nodes to overlay IDs. This pseudo-random mapping of identifiers to storage nodes balances load more evenly, allows for easy replication, avoids single points of failure and control, and reduces the feasibility of targeted attacks against specific information providers or clients. The DHT provides the routing to the responsible nodes, as well as joining, leaving, repair, and optimization procedures, without a central entity managing those operations.

Nodes store deterministically assigned – but from the perspective of node owners or adversaries, who are interested in specific EPCs, apparently random – encrypted and signed documents belonging to hash value ranges. Those documents may contain object data or pure EPCIS IP addresses, because if possible indirect use of DNS should also be avoided for privacy reasons. For scalable data authenticity, the existence of a certification authority (CA) infrastructure or a web of trust is assumed. The deployment of an X.509-based public-key infrastructure (RFCs 3280, 5280) is anticipated for the EPCglobal Network [6].

An information provider $P$ who likes to publish EPCIS addresses or other information for a given object identifier (e.g., EPC) $e$ prepares a document, $d$, cf. Fig. 1. $d$ contains the publisher’s name $P_{ID}$, public key $P_{pub}$ and the EPCIS...
positive effects on security requirements:

- Data Integrity, Authenticity
- Anonymity
- DHT and Routing Integrity, Availability
- EPC ID Availability, (Political) Multipolarity
- Document and Query Confidentiality

In the following, we present an OIDA prototype implemented on PlanetLab\(^1\) (PL), an international research network for the development of new network services. For PL design principles confer to [8], and for experimental system research on PL in general see [9].

OIDA offers enhanced availability and authenticity compared to ONS, and better confidentiality and anonymity under the assumption that recursive routing is used, salts are available to better protect the pre-image of the CHF, as well as keys to encrypt the documents – a necessary condition for access control to the published data as well as well. OIDA makes it significantly more difficult for adversaries and most function providers in the IOT – beyond local network boundaries – to collect (IP, EPC) pairs, or to track clients. This enhances client-side confidentiality, and overall multilateral security compared to ONS, which in its currently specified architecture involves high risks with respect to the requirements of Table I [3].

III. OIDA Prototype

In the following, we present an OIDA prototype implemented on PlanetLab\(^1\) (PL), an international research network for the development of new network services. For PL design principles confer to [8], and for experimental system research on PL in general see [9].

Virtual hosts on PL nodes can be reserved for projects and assigned to host groups (slices) under exclusive control of one experimenter, but the actual physical nodes must be shared with dozens of concurrent experiments at a given time. Therefore, PL offers a real world testbed under load, but cannot guarantee that experiments are exactly reproducible at a later time. In our experience, however, the general quality level of the results remained quite stable. PlanetLab consisted of around 850 nodes at 428 sites in April 2008 (Fig. 3). Out of those, our experiments used roughly 350 nodes, mostly stable nodes with long uptime, and a better network connection to our testing clients to avoid timeouts.

\(^1\)URL: https://www.planet-lab.org/ (09-2008).
Our OIDA prototype (Fig. 4) is based on the Bamboo DHT [10], mainly because of its relatively mature status, and due to its design goal of withstanding churn, that is, frequent change in membership due to ongoing node departures, failures, and arrivals, a property we deemed important for a prototype using a globally distributed experimental platform. For a production version of OIDA, deployed as an infrastructure network, business contracts should guarantee a more stable node membership, but the ability to handle churn would be a plus for service robustness.

Bamboo has evolved from the Pastry DHT [11] and inherits its overlay geometry (a circle) and routing mechanisms. However, a larger identifier space \( (0, ..., 2^{1000}) \) of cardinality \( 2^{1000} \) is used. This corresponds to the possible output space of the SHA-1 CHF that is used in Bamboo for creating an overlay ID from a pre-image, which is a node’s (IP address, port) tuple, or a data identifier.

Routing in Pastry and Bamboo uses two main sets of state information that have to be maintained by each node: The first is the leaf set \( L \) for connections to the \( k \) preceding and \( k \) subsequent nodes in the ID circle. This set is comparable in function to the set of successors in Chord [12], in general DHT studies the term set of sequential neighbors is used [13]. The second set is the routing table for larger hops through the ID space – similar to the finger table in Chord. The routing table of a node \( A \) contains nodes whose overlay ID share successively longer prefixes with the overlay ID of \( A \), where each ID is regarded as sequence of digits with base \( 2^b \), and \( b \) is a fixed parameter of the deployed DHT. The routing table consists of \( \frac{160}{b} \) rows and \( 2^b - 1 \) columns, but is in general not completely filled. If available, an entry \( R(i, j) \) of row \( i \) and column \( j \) should contain the IP address of a node whose identifier matches that of \( A \) in exactly \( i \) digits and whose \((i + 1)\)th digit is \( j \). It is possible that no such node is known, leaving the entry empty, or that multiple candidates exist, in which case one of them is chosen according to a specific metric, for example in Bamboo proximity in the network topology. On average, for a network of \( N \) nodes, only \( \log_{2^{160}} N \) routing table rows are populated.

In addition, we used client scripts to encrypt, sign, store, retrieve, and verify data from several machines outside of PL, however, without implementing a truly global CA issuing certificates. Direct signature verification was used, trusting in the correctness of a publishers public key, because the deployment of a real CA and trust hierarchy was considered to be part of established network engineering, outside of the scope of the prototype. Bamboo was deployed in a dedicated PL slice on more than 350 nodes, distributed over all continents.

Management clients included tools from the CoDeeN content distribution network project like codeploy for deployment of new builds, and multiquery for parallel execution of startup and stop commands triggering local scripts on the PL nodes [14]. The operating systems used for the prototype included Fedora 4 on the PL nodes running Bamboo, Fedora 8, and MacOS X 10.5 for the rest of the infrastructure. The client scripts were programmed in Python, adapting and extending the short Python clients for Open DHT [15].

IV. TESTING

In the following, a set of experiments using the prototype is described, which have been conducted to confirm that OIDA is able to fulfill the functional requirements for an IOT name service, as ONS based on DNS does. In addition, some initial results on its performance are presented.

A. Document Preparation

The first step in testing the prototype involved the creation of individual address documents, for simplicity only containing fictional NAPTR records [2] corresponding to a chosen EPC set, and no additional data fields. The documents are encrypted by AES [16] and an RSA signature [17] is added. RSA was chosen in the prototype for obtaining rough lower bounds for the signature speed; in practice, its secure application and implementation must be verified, cf. [18, pp. 559]. Most cryptographic operations were implemented using the Python Cryptography Toolkit. Note that for the prototype we chose to first encrypt before signing, to be able to detect possible corruption during network transmission more easily. The results are stored locally in a Berkeley DB database instance.

One major test run for the record creation script generated 100,000 documents, using AES-128 encryption and RSA-2048 signatures on a desktop PC. The test aimed to show rough lower bounds for the speed of encryption and signing. A production implementation could use more efficient Elliptic Curve Cryptography, see [19]. This experiment took approximately 37.33 minutes, with an average speed of 44.68 records per second, which was confirmed in magnitude by repeated test runs. The size of the database file was 132 MB. We conclude that even for massive amounts of data records to be stored in OIDA, the local preparation process, including encryption and signing of data, is feasible and very fast.

2Pentium 4, 2.80GHz, 1 GB RAM, Fedora 8, Python 2.5 (r25:51908 GCC 4.1.2), python-crypto-2.0.1-7.1.fc7.
B. Document Storage

This experiment simulated the publishing of EPCIS address data by an information provider. The data had been prepared in advance. The documents were published to the DHT from a client situated in the same university LAN as the OIDA gateway. We did not use additional salts $s$ as input for the CHF during this test, because its impact on the performance is negligible. For this test it was assumed that the provider uses an OIDA proxy in his own organization, which in turn contacts an OIDA node via XML-RPC to store data in the DHT. We assumed this node also to be situated somewhere near, for example in a demilitarized zone (DMZ) of the local organization, similar to externally reachable company DNS servers. This was modeled by choosing a local PL node running OIDA as a storage gateway.

During the experiment, the Bamboo DHT suffered from moderate churn and network timeouts common to PL, around 2% of its nodes became unavailable – some of which reappeared later, however. The script used a timeout of 30 seconds, storing attempts taking longer than this – for example, due to network latency, load of the gateway, or storage node – were considered a failure. The number of EPCs and therefore individual documents was 2,000, each of which was stored in five independent copies ($r_{\text{max}} = 5$). The average storage time per copy was 580 ms, including failed attempts and some longer durations, which raised the average in comparison to the median time of 290 ms. Of the total of 10,000 storage attempts, about 99% were successful; for each EPC, at least three documents were stored successfully. This means, even in face of loss, a client application could still resolve 100% of the EPCs to corresponding EPCIS addresses, which was confirmed by the retrieval experiments below. In a real application, the detailed list of failed attempts could be used for selected storage retries of more copies at later times. Not surprisingly, document storage to the DHT was around 25 times slower on average than the document generation, but less than 13 times slower for half of the documents, which is still relatively fast. In conclusion, at least within the experimental settings and under moderate churn, storage to OIDA is practically feasible.

Finally, we measured the retrieval times for two different clients, representing a corporate OIDA proxy and a smart home application, respectively.

C. Document Retrieval from a Corporate Network

The retrieval process is the OIDA analogon to an ONS lookup. The final set of experiments measured the time to retrieve the documents stored during the tests described in the previous sections, in parallel from three different OIDA gateways around the world: Berlin (same LAN as the client), Helsinki, New York (Table II). The last two – arbitrarily selected from nodes with different RTTs – gateway sites served to test the feasibility of choosing remote OIDA gateways for failover, round robin, or increased confidentiality with respect to specific gateways. It must be noted however, that the XML-RPC connections were not secured by TLS during the test. Therefore, the impact of TLS connections from clients to the OIDA gateways on the performance was not measured – however, we anticipate this overhead not to be too critical in practice because it is possible to multiplex several TCP connections over the same TLS channel over a longer time, and the TLS delay is mostly dependent on this single session establishment, ideally performed once for all documents to be retrieved. Again the timeout for the experiments was 30 seconds, which is reflected by the maximum and average duration of all retrieval attempts, not only successful ones. The choice of a specific timeout value is up to the client application within the limits provided by the DHT.

D. Document Retrieval from a Smart Home

While in the previous test the client was situated in a very fast university network representing a corporate OIDA node, we also tested the retrieval of documents from a client connected via a home DSL connection in Germany, suffering from approximately 1% packet loss on the average during pings to the gateways. This experiment was conducted to model a possible UC application retrieving address data for EPCs, for example as would be gathered by a periodic inventory process by smart shelves. The tests were conducted on another day, using a different EPC set of the same size, same document size, and roughly equivalent size of the DHT (330 nodes). In spite of these differences and the fluent state of PL, the results shown in Table III are surprisingly consistent with the previous retrieval experiment. Connection to remote gateways took longer and had higher miss rates due to timeouts, but were able to retrieve all documents because replication was provided. During these particular experiments and similar test runs, very rarely less than four copies of each document were successfully retrieved, and never less than three.
V. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

Our real-world experiments, though still limited in deployment scale, combined with the theoretical results from DHT research on scalability, give good reason to pursue further research and development on DHT-based name services for the IOT. OIDA, for example, if supported by an appropriate membership and authorization procedure and trust structure, fulfills all the functional requirements, and offers – as we experienced during PL deployment – appropriate robustness in face of random errors, assuming a good replication of the data, which is very easily achieved with DHTs. DNS may have some advantages over DHT-based systems by achieving ultra-low latency often well below one second in global deployment, mainly due to its caching mechanisms. But it is currently not clear if IOT name services need to provide the same very low latency as DNS offers e.g. for Web surfing to popular sites, because many IOT application scenarios may not involve direct human interaction. Even then, proactive caching mechanisms like Beehive [20] could be adopted once the future query distributions for IOT identifiers, which perhaps – unlike DNS names [21] – may not follow a Zipf distribution, have been studied in more detail.

In addition to related work already identified in [5], there is currently work in the EU Bridge project on Discovery Services [7], which involve different functional requirements than basic IOT name services like ONS and OIDA, for example standing queries and the support for complex semantics, e.g. using business context. MONS [4] is a modification of the ONS Root architecture to provide distributed international control over the ONS, combined with an ONSSEC architecture for data authentication, but without enhancing anonymity or confidentiality of ONS queries and content. In the area of key distribution for RFID and the IOT, which could also applied to OIDA, relevant recent advances include [22], but further research should be conducted in this area, especially for IOT applications in personal environments.

VI. CONCLUSION

OIDA decouples IOT name service tasks from the classical DNS infrastructure. As our prototype and experiments showed, OIDA is able to fulfill all basic functional IOT name service requirements, besides many of the non-functional, especially security requirements stated in [5] and [7]. OIDA inherits the advantages of the underlying DHT architecture, which include scalability, load distribution, and absence of special nodes. Future work should focus on the quantification of IOT diffusion and its scalability and performance demands, but also on further security requirements elicitation of its stakeholders, and on methods for secure and scalable cryptographic-key distribution among them. In face of growing global Internet surveillance, stronger DHT anonymity enhancements may become necessary. Emerging designs for IOT Discovery Services could take possible modifications of our DHT-based architecture into consideration.
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